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Foreword


The theoretical principle of the revise of the specification is that currently, the water conservancy industry will make revisions in accordance with the safety factor method of constant values instead of the provisions in GB 50199—94 *Unified Design Standard for Reliability of Hydraulic Engineering Structures*. In document SGJJ (1999) No. 10 *Letter on Printing and Distributing Minutes of Water Resources and Hydroelectric Project Design Reliability Theory Application Seminar*, Water Resources and Hydroelectricity Design Administration of Ministry of Water Resources restated the above principle and put up the idea that conditional large-scale projects could be analyzed and studied in the design with reliability theory, and be studied when the specification is revised again after accumulating experiences through project design practices till the condition permits.

The major contents of chapters in the revised SL282—2003 *Design Specification for Concrete Arch Dams* are:

— The selection of arch dam shape, the method of flood discharge and the arrangement of arch dam;
— Hydraulic design for flood discharge, energy dissipation and scour prevention;
— Load and load combination upon arch dam;
— The contents, methods and control standards of the stress analysis on arch dam;
— The antiskid stability, deformation stability and safety indexes of arch dam abutment;
— The excavation, grouting, seepage-proofing, drainage, and the treatment of fault and rock mass with weak structure of the dam foundation;
— The design of dam crest’s arrangement, parting, corridors, water-stop, drainage and
other structures;
——The concrete materials, temperature control standards, and temperature control measures of the dam body;
——Safety monitoring design principles, monitoring items and monitoring facility layout.

The major revised and supplementary contents for Specification SD145—85 are as follows:
——Add the chapter of main terms and symbols, and remove Annex V of the previous specification;
——Add the preferred flood discharge method of the dam body for the flood discharge arrangement of the arch dam, and emphasize the influence of the project’s geological factors on the arrangement of arch dam;
——Add use variable thickness, variable curvature and other arch shapes in the selection of arch dam shape, add the description of the relations between reasonable design of arch crown beam section and the arrangement of dam crest surface holes;
——Remove the content of “Remark ⑤” in the body of the previous specification on the arrangement of arch dam flood discharge, list other remarks in the explanation of articles, and add adverse influence of the flood discharge atomization shall be paid attention to;
——Separately list flood standards and discharge capacity in the hydraulic design, add the arrangement with a combination of various drainage buildings in flood discharge, and add the requirements on the combined energy dissipation methods adopted to discharge holes of the dam body;
——Add the design requirements of the application of artificial cushion pool for the energy dissipation and impingement prevention, and emphasize that the energy dissipater is responsible for solving the revetment and impingement prevention problems of the eroded phase of the river channel downstream;
——Add two basic load combinations and two special load combinations which include the normal design temperature rise;
——Emphasize that the results calculated according to finite element method shall also be regarded as the main standards of measuring the strength safety of the arch dam, and add the control standards for stress calculated according to finite element method;
Define that for the arch dam under normal working state, there is no risk of skidding along the foundation surface, which will be lessened in the requirements on the design of controlling working condition;

Add principles of the dam foundation treatment in karst regions and the requirements on impervious curtain; Relax the requirement of foundation surface evacuation on weathered depth of bedrock; Add the content that in the treatment of fault fracture zone and the weak interlayer, the dam body is better to be studied together with the batholiths; Supplement high-pressure cement grouting, high-pressure spraying and rinsing grouting and other treatment measures for the fault fracture zone;

Emphasize the requirements on the minimum elevation of dam crest; Relax the set spacing of cross joints and longitudinal joints; Put up the construction methods of arc cross joint keyway type and plastic tube drawing; Add the requirements on fire-fighting; Have supplemented the requirements on dam body and basic water-stop;

Remove the general functional requirements on the dam body concrete, and define that the labeling and partitioning design of the concrete shall focus on the strength control indexes; New temperature control computing method is used; Add the basis of the formulation of temperature control standards and temperature control measures; Define determining factors of thickness of the concrete lift; Supplement specific measures of temperature control;

Change the name of the previous chapter “Observation Design” to “Safety Monitoring Design”; Remove the Annex IV of the original specification; Amend the characteristics division of observation tasks; Clearly stipulate the project monitoring scope, and supplement the principles which shall be obeyed in the safety monitoring design; Adjust the content of specific monitoring project; Add the layout requirements of main monitoring facilities.

Compulsory articles in this Specification are 1.0.2, 4.1.2, 4.4.4, 6.2.1, 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3, 7.2.6, 7.2.7, Clause 1 of 8.4.5, 8.4.6, 8.6.6, 9.1.1, 9.2.5, 9.3.9, 10.1.3, 10.2.5, Clause 1 of 11.1.1, Clause 1 of 11.1.5, 11.2.2, which are identified in boldface.
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1 General Provisions

1.0.1 To meet the needs of the construction and development of concrete arch dam and to specify the requirements on concrete arch dam design, hereby formulate this Specification by revising SD145-85 Design Specification for Concrete Arch Dams to ensure project designs are safe and applicable, economical and reasonable, advanced in technology, and guaranteed in quality.

1.0.2 The classification of concrete arch dam shall comply with the provisions in SL252-2000 Standard for Classification and Flood Control of Water Resources and Hydroelectric Project.

1.0.3 This Specification is applicable to the design of concrete arch dam of Classification 1, 2 and 3 in water resources and hydroelectric junction. For the design of concrete arch dam of Classification 4 and 5, this Specification can be a reference. For the dam over 200m high or the arch dam project under special situations, special study shall be done.

1.0.4 According to the height, concrete arch dams can be divided into low dam, medium dam and high dam. Low dam is less than 30m, medium dam is between 30m and 70m, and high dam is over 70m.

1.0.5 According to the thickness to height ration, concrete arch dams can be divided into thin arch dam, medium thick arch dam and thick arch dam (or called as gravity-arch dam). The thickness to height ration of thin arch dam is less than 0.2, that of medium thick arch dam is between 0.2 and 0.35, and that of thick arch dam is over 0.35.

1.0.6 In the concrete arch dam design, the following problems shall be paid attention to:

1 Fully grasp the basic date related to meteorology, hydrology, sediment, topography, geology, seism, building materials, ecology, environmental protection, industrial hygiene, river planning, construction and application conditions, etc. in the dam construction area, especially engineering geological and hydrogeological conditions of the abutment of the damsite.

2 Carefully analyze the stability and stress of arch dam and properly choose arch dam shape.
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